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The Committee continues. 
 
“Speak more shall we to the human interest, even fascination, with Heaven.  
 
Your home cannot be described to you accurately. At best what can be said about your home 
becomes entertainment. It would and will be common for many a reader to object to what we 
have said in the previous sentence; such objection would say Heaven is most serious, and 
nothing about it should or would be entertaining, not in the human sense, meaning and 
interpretation of entertainment. 
 
To this we say, to the contrary, the best descriptions of Heaven we could offer will always 
struggle to rise to even mild entertainment, a most serious thing. 
 
Firstly, because what best entertains humans are human stories, which are absent from Heaven. 
 
Human stories can be seen, but are not part of the Heavenly landscape, or should we say, 
spacescape. The only land in Heaven is what souls choose to create, then enjoy. The spacescape 
has no terrain, sky or relief of either.  
 
Secondly, because human language is not used in Heaven. When a human speaks to any soul, 
any one or to a group, in Heaven, s/he offers thought energy first. The mouth, larynx and 
tongue need the mind to engage the brain to signal these body parts.  This already issued 
mental energy is what arrives; the sound waves, vocal chords and eardrums, are superfluous. 
The arrival of words are redundant and usually switched off, put on silent mode. We suggest the 
human practice of making video speech silent, then offering live transcription for a view to read. 
Consider the opposite; the mental energy which triggers into action the brain then body to 
which connected, is enabled. The sound waves or written words are put on silent & invisible, 
respectively. 
 
Human eyes are not used in Heaven. 
 
Sound waves do not require air; human ears require air but have you none in Heaven, neither 
ears nor air. No human bodies exist; the limitations of human bodies create opportunities for 
physical touch and reactions to it. A human jaw can be rapidly fractured by another human; 
both delivery and receipt of the blow require a body; what an opportunity. As with all things, 
your humanness compels pursuit of the positive and avoidance of the negative, with the human 
body as with all things human. Not in Heaven. 
 
Your soul can hear light and see sound. Colors can be felt. Noise can be smelled. Anything can 
be touched. The five human senses are an aligned limitation; in Heaven they can be re-ordered 
as you prefer, and re-ordered as often as you like. Think of falling leaves on the ground, 
arranged as you like into a pattern or design. More fallen leaves are free, as is the arrangement 
you choose, to make, remake or discard in Heaven. 
 
Stimuli of the senses of your soul are unlimited, because your soul perceives everything your  
 



soul chooses to reach. 
 
Heaven is quite different from Earth in this aspect; humans cannot filter out sounds unless deaf, 
although eyes can be closed. Your nervous system cannot be shut off. The human who can turn 
on or cut off her/his hearing has not yet been invented; in Heaven you can accept or block 
incoming anything, also set filters, screens and parameters as you prefer. 
 
What occurs to and with virtually all souls, is a queue of inputs; what is blocked in the human 
sense is never prevented from reaching you, it is debited to a suspense account, to speak 
human accounting language. 
 
At any moment you choose; you may suspend what holds and receives your attention in that 
moment, to check the suspense account, to examine all book entries which compose the 
balance. 
 
Because no time exists, you can re-visit as many or few items of information which have been 
sent and offered, yet you are always able to meet an appointment or encounter with other 
souls. The human concept of trade-off, applied to human time, does not exist.    
 
Allow us an example; among suspended items of the list, an invitation has arrived to gather with 
other souls.  No calendar or clocks exist, the invitation lists souls and the purpose, reason or 
topic of the meeting. Instantly, if you decide, you may select or choose to join this get-together. 
You imagine it, the souls participating and the activity, the discussion or the action, and instantly 
you have arrived at the start. All other souls will arrive at the same instant you appear; nobody 
who chooses to join is ever late, because lateness cannot exist. No clocks, calendars or 
schedules which require them, are possible. 
 
Another massive difference related to clocks and cyclicality is the absence of time. No bedtime, 
lunchtime or nap time. 
 
Humans always require a break from human life, the vast majority require it with every cycle of 
the Earth, every rotation of the planet. Some among you can resist the requirement for a brief 
additional interval, but always require the break, often a long one, for recovery, if the awake 
interval up to that moment has been materially longer in duration that the usual conscious 
phase of the human diurnal cycle.  
 
Heaven has no such requirements; physical tiredness, sleepiness, fatigue of the body and of the 
mind do not occur. What curiously exists because of this, is risk of boredom in ways humans do 
not have. Boredom sets in quickly by human time standards, because your soul can temporarily 
fast forward through the different sequences possible, see what boredoms might arise, then 
shift paths and courses to lessen or avoid it.  
 
Humans require a good dose of boring before the feeling sets in; in Heaven it takes effect 
rapidly.  
 
Creation is mental; solidity is extreme.  
 
Nothing exists which has not been brought into existence by mental power. The equivalents of 
physical things are far more solid than on Earth. The precise opposite of the light, airy, gossamer  
 



like beauty, haze, fog, diffused light or light mist is what prevails. 
 
Humans perceive solid things on Earth to be stone, iron, steel and similar.  Your soul can pass 
easily through human solid things as if they were air, because they are less than air. To humans 
they are solid, but this is pure illusion.  
 
The pecking order is generally this: your soul is the most solid and dense thing; all souls are 
equivalently solid and dense. 
 
Souls create the equivalents of physical things, but can pass through them easily, if this is 
chosen. 
 
Souls can easily pass through anything humans have and perceive on Earth’s surface or indeed, 
the planet itself if you so wish. 
 
This brings us to the next aspect, appearance. Does Heaven look mostly like Earth and if so, 
does Heaven contain things copied from Earth by souls who have incarnated, or does Earth 
resemble Heaven. The answer to both is yes.  
 
Approximately half of what is deemed architecture on Earth, derives from Heaven. A good 
portion of what humans have designed and built on Earth, exists in Heaven also. Because no 
spatial limitations apply, everything created can be kept, maintained in existence or dissolved at 
any time. 
 
That which souls create can be made physically dense enough that it resembles the solidity 
parameters of Earth’s surface, thus replicates somewhat the experience of Earth. 
 
If you wish to create the Taj Mahal in Heaven, which has been done many a time, you may do 
this. Only your imagination is required; if you wish an exact replica, look closely at every detail. 
As each small or large thing of the Earth Taj Mahal is examined, it can or is automatically created 
or added to your Heavenly version. Once complete, its walls and floor are more solid to your 
soul than is to humans the Taj Mahal in Uttar Pradesh. 
 
The Taj Mahal can be removed and its existence erased, both by humans. Time and effort are 
required but in Heaven, this is achieved with one stroke of the Delete Button on the Heavenly 
keyboard.   
 
With the idea of not overloading each chapter, we break now and shall return with Part Three. 
Please do all of you, also.  


